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Initial impetus for this study arose from a middle-class dissatis
faction with the status of housing in America; the failure of the industry
to evolve (ie: - submit to change) and from a feeling of professional responsi
bility for the living conditions millions of Americans endure because they
cannot afford better.
The gap then, between available housing and affordable housing became
the subject of my efforts and main thrust of my thesis, and is reflected in the
title of this work - Modular and Industrialized Housing: An Acceptable Answer?
The thesis statement which follows elaborates the view point put forward
in this paper:
"Housing conditions of society today and more certainly
of tomorrow dictate the need for the developement of modular
and industrialized building systems as a mechanism to meet
man's requirement of physical shelter in an increasingly
dense urban and critical environmental fabric."
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Our current housing dilemma is a by product of socio-political values,
industry obstinance and lethargy and architectural indifference.
As part of his Great Society notion, of the 1960's, the late President
Lyndon Johnson saw to the establishment of several government agencies and depart
ments (HUD, etc.) whose province it was to establish the needs of the nation and to
administer the subsequent programs as the country progressed toward his ideal that
every American should be adequately fed, clothed and housed.
The studies on housing which were conducted and which finally became
legislation in the Housing Act of 1968, indicated that to meet such a goal as total
housing would require a phenomenal annual production rate in excess of 2.5 million
units per year for a period of the next ten years if both the growth rate of new
demands and the attition rate of existing substandard housing were taken into
consideration.
In the nearly ten years since passage of that legislation traditional
residential building has been unable to supply the demand - for the most needy and
for others in the lower third of our population (a continuation of established
patterns) coirmensurate with their income levels. Actually supply fell grossly
short of demand (roughly 1 million units a year, or 40%) particularly in the early

197O's as a national inflationary trend drove constructions costs up 50% or more'
and lending for building morgages was discouraged by high interest rates. The
resulting dilemna (as yet not a crisis) has left us with 25% of our population
receiving some form of housing subsidy and nearly 40% of our annual housing starts
in the irobile home field (which in the authorTs opinion, based on personal in
spection, are of dubious quality).
National housing policy appears to have chosen to encourage continued
confusion by red tape in subsidy programs instead of turning to an American strong
point; her inventiveness and resourcefullness. Technology, in the form of modular
and industrialized building systems, would appear to be an obvious addition, not
alternative for, our traditional methods of residential construction. Why housing,
of all aspects of our lifestyle, should be still resisting the advantages of a
nearly limitless technology needs to be investigated.
Sociol-political
Industrialization for building was conceived prinarily in Europe. It was
an out growth of the destruction of two world wars. Conceived by minds like Le
Corbusier and Gropius as a means of providing shelter for homeless thousands,
industrialized building offered rapid production at a reasonable cost. Airerica
has never suffered that wide spread destruction. Nor have we yet suffered the

plight of limited available land as have the Japanese where conditions are so
critical as to allow direct translation of design into practice. They are not
theory bound or as code - restricted as we. So, as yet, people in positions of
financial, political or economic power cannot, or care not too, envision the
existence of a problem.
For the average American our political foundation of "individual ism"
has resulted in a social myopia. Beyond the obvious necessity of laws for the
existence of society we go our own way pursuing assorted goals and aspirations
heedless of the social costs, resenting guidance as interference. Success in
measured by standards of ownership and materialism and to date the vastness of
our resources, land as well as materials, has tolerated such. As resource
distribution becomes more critical we must develope an awareness that our individual
interests will be best served by what is best for society. In terms of housing
such a realization my be that the current standard of the single-family detached
hone is unaffordable or that we cannot bear the social cost of having a large
segment of the population inadequately housed.
This awareness of social responsibility will make the validity of
industrialized housing more apparent.

Changes to the current value system are unfortunately given political '
designations that cast a cloud of suspicion over any ideas associated with them.
Industrial Problems
Within the building industry, also, there has been stumbling blocks to
efforts to establish modular systems as an acceptable building form.
The problem arises from the manufacture of "standardized" building
materials. The theory of standardization is excellently expressed by Francis
Ferguson in Architecture, Cities and the Systems Approach. He defines it as follows:
"The design process which gives rise to an assemblage of
standardized and correlated construction components used to form
a dwelling unit, where by ad hoc construction methods are delib
erately rationalized and regularized, usually in the interest of
economy, speed and quality control."
The term, correlated, is important to note when one looks at an opposing
viewpoint, such as is expressed by Peter Blake, chairman of education at the
Boston Architectural Center. He states:
"There cannot be any true prefabrication of building components
unless and until the nations building industry agrees to adhere,
rigorously, to a set of dimensional and qualitative standards.
manufacturers
concentrate on clobbering the competition rather
than collaborating with it. In the United States today, it is virtually
impossible to assemble a building from modular components routinely
available on the market without introducing innumerable special details
or components that would instantly increase the cost
"

Such a change can be accomplished only by communication and cooperation
between the various manufacturers as a result of the new social awareness spoken
of earlier. The debate lies in the liJcelyhood of such ever happening.
A possible alternative exists in the establishment of an independent
industry (necessarily with governmsntal assistance because of the implied scale)
which researches, developes and produces all its components and can thereby remain
aware of the level of standardization it must mintain in subsequent developements.
The financial aspects of such an industry requires a mssive market the potential for which exists in the area of low cost housing. Hand in hand with
this goes the requirement for a large distribution network such as entailed in the
automobile industry, with independent arrangements for warehousing and financing.
One

can envision buying a house complete with dealer prep' and destination charges.
In the final analysis it would be the quality of the product available

which would determine whether the necessary arrangements for such an industry were
ever made. Down that road lies years of legislation, attitude - adjustment, comnunication and cooperation.
More immediate endeavors in the modular and industrilized field have
met with staunch resistance from the building and trade unions who deem such an

idea as a threat to their? livelyhoods. As I have proposed, industrialized building
systems will represent an addition to the building Industry to fill the housing
gap that exists in the low income area where conventional housing cannot be econom
ically provided. It is not a total replacement of the present system nor should
it be.
Obstinance to accept industrialized systems for the purpose envisioned
in this paper represents a dog in the manger attitude by the labor unions. Many
instances of union harassment and vandalism are documented concerning use of pre
fabricated components. Often times the units are broken down and reassembled by
the affected trade before they agree to install them.
Such delays are extremely costly in a system where speed of assembly
is an important criteria.
Architectural Indifference
Another difficulty with industrialized and modular building systems
stems from the architectural profession itself, in that many feel that the
conmodity of architectural design is not for the "masses". Hans Hollein in
Modern Movements in Architecture by Charles Jenchs, states:

"Architecture is not the satisfaction of the needs of the
mediocre, is not an environment for the petty happiness of the
masses - - - architecture is an affair of the elite."
Albeit such elitism has its necessary place in the developement and
forwarding of the cause of architecture the exposure of the masses to architecture
carries a valid counterpoint. With snell exception few architects before their
professional training were elite in either upbringing or backgrounds, from which
we consciously or unconsciously draw many of our values and viewpoints when raking
architectural decisions. By raising the level of architectural awareness of the
masses by exposure to a good architectural environment, such as one composed of
industrialized or modular systems could be, all future architects would have a richer
heritage from which to operate; beginning a cycle which benefits architecture and
the elitists in turn. Architecture has the unique position of being able to be
both art and a tool to serve mankind.
In a nation such as ours, where a great wealth of technology and fabri
cation skills exist, it is unfortunate we cannot recognize and utilize the same to
assure that all Americans have the opportunity for quality housing.
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Material Considerations:
To establish a working knowledge of previous and continuing efforts in
the ircdualr and industrialized building field requires the investigation of the
inherent advantages and disadvantages of the available types of building materials.
From such a basis further evaluation and classification of building
systems can be made with the research contributing to a matrix analysis of the
topic from which one can then draw relevant design inferences.
At the present state of our technology there exist four main catagories
of building materials which can, in their pure applications, be easily differenti
ated. These;-are 1) concrete, 2) wood, 3) plastic and 4) steel.
In further work specific examples will be analyzed and although
admittedly the material groups above are used often times in various combinations
and rarely are totally homogenous the examples will be classified according to
their predominant material.
Concrete:
As a building material concrete has several distinct advantages that can
be applied to modular and industrialized building systems.
Depending on amount of forming required concrete offers relatively low
costs and because of its initial fluid state can be formed into numerous types of

panels, components or cells.
Factory production allows for repetitive steps and processes which con
tributes to lower costs through increased output and use of a semi-skilled labor
force.
Concrete is an exceedingly durable material and for high - density building
situations, as are many proposals involving modular and industrialized building
systems, it offers inherent fire proofing. In addition concrete offers design
flexibility from its ability to perform as both the structure and the means of
enclosure for a building system.
As a building system concrete has seme distinct disadvantages stemming
mainly from its weight and the economics of equipping a plant of sufficient size
to accommodate the production of the various system elements.
Concrete systems necessitate the use of a wide variety of heavy equipment
in all stages of manufacture right on through erection. In addition concrete
requires a large yard space for stockpiling elements while they undergo the curing
process. In a region such as Montana the process should be enclosed if year round
production is desired and such is almost mandatory to justify the initial capitol
investment. Weight causes difficulties in transportation of panels or pre-assembled
modules.

By itself concrete lacks any inherent insulative quality.
Technology in constantly improving the strength to weight ratio of con
crete through pre-stressing as well its insulative capacity.
Wood:
Currently wood is the dominant residential building material in the United
States. In our ecology and resource conscious age5wood has the advantage of being
a renewable resource if managed properly.
Through years of use and developement the value of wood as a structural
material has been recognized. Despite sharply rising costs lumber can still be
considered a low cost material in comparison to the others we are analyzing and
when considered jointly with its workability and high strength to weight ratio
it is even more valuable.
In applications where a single solid member is inadequate or unavailable
technology has supplied the glue-laminated member.
Ease of factory production is enhanced by the methods with which wooden
members can be fastened - such as pneumatic nailers, heat and pressure sensitive
glues and joinery.
Equipment investments are much less than those entailed with concrete

systems but are still several tines more than that borne by a typical residential
contractor.
Technology has come a long way in developement of compounds for use as
wood preservatives but deterioration caused by insects and the elements as well
as its susceptibility to fire still remain the principle disadvantages of wood.
Plastic:
Only relatively recently did plastics enter onto the building scene;
taking the form of laminates and pre-formed building components (ie. - bathtubs,
sinks, piping etc.)
Plastics consist of several generic types and can be extruded, cast and
nolded taking on an infinite number of shapes in an infinite range of colors.
Used in combination plastics can suffice as structure, insulating material
and interior appointments as well as jointing compounds and electrical hardware.
Slight changes in the chemical structuring of a plastic can customize
it to a particular need and as a whole they are generally a light weight material.
As an oil derivative in this age of fear for the exhaustion of that fossil
fuel plastics ccanmnd a high price which would make the cost of an all plastic
dwelling quite high and in all likelyhood prohibitive to all but the very wealthy.

Technology promises plastics as by-products of coal processing but as yet they
are in the preliminary stages of developement.
In a society such as ours where the demand for housing is so great and
where plastics is indicated as having potential as a possible material solution
we seem to be suffering from a confusion in priorities. Tremendous quantities
are used annually to supply us with all manner of disposable containers when glass
(although breakable) would suffice.
For plastics to have overcome traditional biases and the stigma of
"it's only plastic" to then be relegated to such mundane applications when more
socially relevant uses go wanting tells a sad tale of our social consciousness.
Steel:
It could be said that with metals lies our greatest wealth of technology
and experience; ranging from the production of standardized structural forms to
the nodular and industrialized production of the automobile.
Metals, in particular steel, have a capacity not unlike that of plastics
for tremendous physical variety through the addition or deletion of chemicals in the
forming process. This enables the final product to be tailored to a specific use.
Also forming can occur at almost any point of the material-s creation

because of the variety of methods available. As a fluid it can be cast or extruded
while as a solid, dependent on physical dimensions, it can be bent, rolled, pressed,
forged or stamped.
A variety of applicable joining methods increases the flexibility of the
material. Metals can be fastened by adhesives, welding or mechanical means.
The relative ease with which metals can take finishes of other metals,
paint and plastics aids in the production of a durable material. Combine this with
metal relative resistance to fire (extreme heat will weaken structural members)
and precision of manufacture and one has an excellent building material.Metals present difficulties with respect to thermal and acoustic insula
tion and have a greater expansion/contraction factor than does either concrete or
wood. When combined with other materials this can cause jointing difficulties.
Metal fabrication entails a large investment in specialized tools and
machinery and to be economically feasible would require continuous production
with a receptive and massive market - not unlike what is enjoyed by automobile
manufacturers today.

Criteria
The concept of using modular and industrialized building as a solution
to the shortages found through conventional methods of housing has implied an
evaluation of the four major material groups against how well they perform in the
role of systems building. Materials for systems building can be classified also
according to their manufactured configuration, such as panels, fraires or cells.
Insight must be gained relative to the sociological and economical
ramifications of such a housing system.
Several factors and considerations deemed to be pertinent to the
sociological and economical effects of a modular and industrialized housing system
are presented in the following pages with illustrative sketches, as well as com
mentary on those which my not suffice as self-explanatory.
These "criteria" represent a compilation of factors of concern to the
author with respect to an attempt to cane to grips with what constitutes the
balance that must be struck between sociological (humanistic) and economic (tech
nological) inputs into any housing system.
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If, after establishing the above criteria, one were to oppose them to
examples from the material/configuration pairings it becomes relatively easy to
construct a matrix. A matrix enables you to have your information in a visual,
correlated and concise format. (see following page.)
This is the means of evaluation that I chose. The entries, in terms of
materials, were divided into the four major classifications which were, in turn,
divided into alphabetized examples of the manufactured configuration. An entry
of PLS (short for plastic) frame A would correlate then to a visual documentation
of the system coded PFA - P for plastic; F for frame; and A for the first example.
Visual entries in the matrix carry a dual value. The circular forms are
indicative of how well a particular example performed with respect to the social
and economic criteria (magnitude only) while the shading within the circle is in
dicative of that particular criteria's value from the standpoint of design. In
such a fashion are the criteria "ranked" which more easily enables one to make
future design inferences.
This is what has been done in the design portion of the matrix. By
assigning a numerical value of 1, 2, or 3 too both the circles and too the shading
and then cross-multiplying them together each entry acquires input into the design
process when summsd left to left to right with the remaining entries for each
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fig. 1

material exanple. (At this point I limited nyself to a sunnation of those entries
which correlate to the criteria of highest design value; of vfriich there are 12).
Each entry, then, has a value of from 1 to 9 with the maximal for any material
example being 9 times 12 or 108; the product of the number of criteria and the
maximum individual entry input.
Correspondingly, the lowest obtainable sunnation vrould be 12, where

each entry for the 12 criteria were 1.
The second column of the design portion of the matrix is a division of
each respective sunnantion by 12 (the number of most desirable criteria). The
resultant figure is a pure number indicative of the ability of that material/
configuration pair to perform as a system building conponent, relative to others
of the sane material and different configuration or of a different material but
same configuration.
At this point I again limited my considerations; in this case, to the
highest ranking

/configuration pairing within each of the four major material

material

classes, (see illustrations - Appendix A) These selections constitute the third
column in the design portion of the matrix. Due to the equality of SFB and SFC
at this point a check of the total matrix was required. Calculated for the best
system in each class it would provide a cross check on which was the optijnum

performer. Of a possible maxiirum of 159 for the total matrix (108 for criteria
of highest design value, 42 for those of average value and 9 for those of the
lowest value) the material/configuration pairing of SFC ranked highest with a 142.
The slight variance seen in the last column of the design portion results from
Sfb being evaluated on 20 of 22 criteria where as SFC is evaluated on 21 of 22
criteria which causes the seeming less desirability of SFC.
Regardless of the slight statistical fluxuation the pairings of SFB and
SFC, they are indicated by a substantial margin to be the most likely material and
system configurations to utilize for a modular and industrialized housing form.
The sketch in figure 1 envisions a possible steel frame solution where
the frame functions as the structure for a cellular living unit.
Developement for an actual design solution as the next stage of my thesis
will determine the value of this matrix analysis as an indicator of valid design
approaches.

Design:
^j^th -the matrix results giving the indication of "the appropriateness of
a steel franc system as a possible design solution I felt it would be advantageous
to commit myself to a thorough analysis of steel from the design viewpoint; to
see if the matrix would be verified.
The most opportune point of departure seemed to be a variation of the
system sketched on the matrix, that of a space frame.
In regard to the space frane (see figure 1 on pageHO ) system I wanted
to achieve an identity, visually, between the frame portion of the system and the
cellular living units. This autonony I hoped would provide some practical benefits.
By utilizing a large diameter steel pipe (roughly 2') as the struts one could
anticipate using their interior, essentially, as mechanical chases. The living
units then could be combined freely within the utility structure or moved when
desired.
Recognizing the positioning of the struts led me to rotate the living
units to a 45° angle to the rectangular portions of the space frame; the units
then were supported diagonally. This rotation maintained the structural separa
tion by allowing the struts to pass planer to the building surfaces not penetrate
the volume. In addition it provided for a larger living unit format because now

the side of the cubicle was aligned as the hypotenuse of the triangle iOraiec by
diagonally bisecting a square within the horizontal grid of the space frame.
This meant that for a span of rougjily 18' for the structural members one could
achieve a living cube with dimensions of 25' on a side. The height could be
adjusted by a variation in the angle of the struts to about 20', comparable with
two floors and interior structural depth.
It was at this point where the flaws in such a system began to be
evident.
Because the units were so large and because of the diagonal bearing
upon the structural frame the cellular units would require sufficient structure
to both span the distances and resist the racking caused by the diagonal supports.
In addition the unit walls mast be structured with sufficient bearing capacity to
carry the second floor of the unit. If this were done then the units could stand
by themselves without an external structure which thereby made the space frame
an expensive method of suppling utilities.
Also previously it had been tacitly accepted that the space frame
connections, comprised of twelve members each 2T in any diameter, could be joined
some fashion which did not exceed 2' in any dimension. If it did so it would in
trude into the space reserved for the living units. Such an assumption about size

began "to seem irrational.
In addition the liability within the system, for which I had hoped, was
only superficial. The functioning of a space frame is dependent upon a three dimen
sional structural continuity which iirrplied that the living cells must have a strut
passing down all four sides as well as the rectangular frames oriented diagonally
on top and bottom. This structural integrity effectively precluded any real hope
for mobility.
The system could possibly be forced to work but other approaches, more
direct, should be investigated.

SPACE FRA/YVE

5Y5TEM

Still believing i"t necessary "to make a. visual distinction between frame
and enclosure I re-evaluated my ideas and decided to attempt the same pipe column utility chase concept in a rectangular frame application (see pageq43). This, I
hoped, would make the structural frame more responsible for actually carrying
the loads.
With the design of the structure including the bearing flanges one could
no longer hope to position a cellular unit within it; it seemed that some form
of panel system v^is in order.
The short comings of this attempt were soon all too obvious.

Although

the bearing of the panels onto the structure was more efficient than with the
cells each panel (floor and ceiling) required its own structure to make the span.
Each panel required an structural member on both sides for dimensional stability
in placement which lead to unnecessary duplicity of materials.
The wall panels had to be load bearing to support the intermediate floor
unless another pipe member were added which would have severely over structured
the project and disrupted the visual continuity; and if the walls were structural
then, again, the frams work proved unnecessary and too expensive for what it provided.
Another difficulty arose in the joining of the panels, primarily in the

walls. That was - how to make a simple connection that would be weather tight.
Several approaches were tried with the result being either too gimmicry or allowing
a thermal bridge or too much infiltration.
The main factor which caused me to discard this system was the severe
material duplicity evident between two units side by side (no party walls were
possible) and also between the floor of one unit and the roof below as dictated
by the frame structural system. Such inefficient use of materials needed to be
re-evaluated.
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At this point, in the interest of efficiency, I ceased to consider the
autonomy between frame and living space. It appeared that all solutions needed
their own structure regardless of the massive frame. Perhaps the connotation of
"frame" should be more in line with the members necessary for the structuring
of the panels. So my next endeavors became a study of panels which were weathertight at their connections, structural, would work on a module and which would
avoid as much duplicity as possible.
The results of designs utilizing panels which lapped either at the sides
or top and bottom and those which utilized a tongue and groove to provide the
weather ability were always the same. They became encumbered at the connection by
gijrimics necessary to make them function, they lacked a straight forward uncomplicated
approach.
The panels, also, presented a difficulty in that because of their thick
ness an attempt at setting up a module pattern seemed to always leave you off the
module by the thickness of one panel which was the result of turning,corners.
With an elaborate joint at the corner the difficulty could possibly be solved,
but not without some girmiicry. The problem is intensified in the context of
modular and industrialized building when one of the conditions is that you work

with a limited number of components of set dimensions. The problem becomes one
of how to create a building perimeter, with all its designed projections and in
dentations which dunensionally works out to your controlling module (which in turn
must be of a sufficient size to accommodate the interior functions). I had been
attempting to get my panel system to work out on whole feet with maximum exterior
dimensions between 10' and 12T.
I had finally arrived at a module 13' square, of which 12f on each side
(when exposed to the exterior) would be composed of systems panels. The remaining
1' would be divide into two 67 square corner posts used to eliminate the descrepancy
caused by the panel thickness, which was also 6".
As the modules were linked together a lengthwise axis would be determined
and the floor/ceiling panels would be oriented perpendicular to it. I felt that
cannon floor/ceiling panels would elminate part of the material duplicity which
seemed to plague my attempt. Walls, I justified, needed to be double for sound as
their materials were not a sound resistant (dense) as those used in the floors.
This approach was devastated when I realized a fatal oversight on my
part. My criteria of flexibility, adaptability and an unspoken one of mobility
were being negated. By depending on continuous bearing with common floor/ceiling

panels one could not effect design changes to lower floors (if the design was
multifloored as I was considering) and moving a unit meant someone was left with
no ceiling or no floor, just walls, and if a lower unit was removed the upper
stories couldn't exist.
Certain aspects of this design had come together very well and I was
hesitant to abolish it. Therefore it required an intensive re-evaluation, which
brought me, finally, to the design which was the product of my thesis presentation.
One can see how my thoughts and design attmepts were integrated through
the necessary re-evaluations which occured in the diagram which follows. Each
circular track represents new territory and ideas explored. These are evaluated
at the arrowheads, with problem areas symbolized by the dot pattern indicating
a slight regression. The tightness of the next track to the first indicates an
integration and re-evaluation of initial material before the track flairs off
into new areas of thinking. The cycle can repeat itself indefinitely until all
obstacles are removed or a solution is reached commensurate with required level
of design. I was into the fifth cycle when it became necessary for me to curtail
the developement of the design and begin presentation.
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The final re-evaluation which I underwent preparatory to the developement
of my presentation design indicated several things. To avoid floor/ceiling duplicity
there must be a common floor/ceiling system but not dependent on there being a
unit below. This implied a slab of sorts and a means of supporting it. Then
each living unit would be dependent on only a quantity of infill wall panels.
If the means of vertical support were continuous steel members and decking then
there would be a reinstitution of the concept I had originally expoused - that
of separating the structure from the living space (see page 49). Then flexibility,
adaptability and mobility were a function of this separation.
If all the diverse elements could be brought together the system would
work.

The system became a repeating one of independent 4-" steel columns and
16" deep floor/ceiling pads to which the panels were affixed based on a module,
center to center dijnension between the columns, of 13". The 16" depth of the
floor pad included a 2" sound-proof floor decking on a 10" structural frame below
which projected a 4" T-bar ceiling system. (See floor-ceiling system, page52. )
The real advantage to a modular and industrialized system of housing
is in providing variety through the use of a minimum quantity of repetitive com
ponents. The system I was developing consisted of 1 type of column and bearing
sleeve, 16 configurations for exterior wall panels (with heat and electrical service
and variable interior surfaces), 2 types a panel mating plates, a corner closure,
2 plate corner connectors, a floor pad unit composed as state above, a floor filler
strip, 9 sizes of ceiling panels, 3 widths and heights of interior partitions,
6 sizes of windows, 2 configurations of doors, an angle to fasten interior partitions
into perimeter mil and an exterior insulated filler. (See system components 1-4
pages52 to 55) A relatively small total of 52 major components which when combined
give as much variety and choice to the prospective owner as do most conventional
housing methods. (See floor plans - page 56)
The panels (which have beveled edges) are simply butted together with a
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seal provided by a double strip of non-hardening caulking or possibly a compressible
rubber gasket at the interface. Attachment to the upper and lewer plates as well
as adjacent panels is comrnpleted while the interior finish panel is off and consists
of a series of self-drilling, self-tapping fasteners. The panels are placed from
the interior.
Connections for those panels having integral radiant heating units
(primarily under windows) are also made while surface panel is removed. Piping is
run in the floor cavity until reaching the vertical chase. Electric service is
brought through the floor cavity and, by either a riser or drop conduit, into the
service channel found in each panel. Lighting is by conventional fixtures; either
recessed or surface mounted and either fluorescent or incandescent.
As the six-plex drawn on the floor plans and shown also in perspective
(see page 59 ) begins to indicate, this system of panels and pads establishes a
clarity of line and form. When combined with the projection or recession of the
facades and the interplay of solid and void which would occur more intricately
in a larger developement for circulation, as it does here to snail degree, the
system would have great visual impact.
The exterior color scheme is bold. The long horizontal filler panels as

well as those urmediately above and below the windows would be in bright accent
tones against the neutral color (creme) of the reiraining panels. The extent of
a unit would be known by the extent of the accent color on adjacent modules and by
the spacial separation.

59

Having reached the culmination of this project and realizing at the same
time that one is never really finished I find myself wondering what effects that
unknown sixth cycle in my thought processes would bring to this subject.
Through a quarter of research and a quarter of design I have found the
subject of modular and industrialized building as an addition to traditional means
of housing an interesting and oomplex project. Now in retrospect, judging my own
solution and those which I have studied and being aware of the technology available
in the United States today, I can honestly answer the question which I posed for
myself. Yes - modular and industrialized housing is an acceptable answer to our
housing shortage today. It will aid in eliviating that shortage for tomorrow.
It is not meant to satisfy every one. No one proceedure should, but for
those who cannot afford traditional housing their need for shelter can be met with
the low-cost of modular - industrialized hone.
My exploration has just scratched the surface of design possibilities.
The system which I designed is extremely basic and straight forward. As the concept
of industrialized housing gains strength as it must of necessity and as more and
more architects contribute their expertise to the cause tremendous progress will
be made in the field.

The path which modular and industrialized building will follow in the
future is dependent upon the attitudes toward it which we begin forming today.
As Ferguson states, in Architecture, Cities and the Systems Approach:
"Social, economic and political phenomena are
the determinants of form
.
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Architecture, Cities and the Systems Approach by Francis Ferguson,
Braziller, New York, 1975.
Beyond Habitat, by Moshe Safdie,
MIT Press, Cambridge Massechusetts, 1970
Design Awareness by Robert Scnurer,
Rinehart Press, San Francisco, 1972
Design on the Land by Nonrvan T. Newton,
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1974
Equipotential Space by Renato Severino,
Praeger, New York, 1970
Module and Metric by Alan E. Crocker,
Praeger, New York, 1971
The New Building Block by Joseph Carreiro et al,
Center for Housing and Environmental Studies, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, 1969

Notes on the Synthesis of Form by Christopher Alexander,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1966
The Place of Houses by Charles S. Moore et al,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1974
Row Houses and Cluster Houses by Hubert Hoffman,
Praeger, New York, 1967
Urban Structures For The Future by Justus Dahinden,
Praeger, New York, 1972

The following pages include the illustrations of the five foremost ex
amples of modular and industrialized systems which I evaluated when I established
my matrix. They include one each from concrete,wood,plastic and two from steel.
They are coded to correspond to the mtrix designations as well as the listing
below.
Because it would be financially prohibitive the remaining 15 systems
which I analysed to arrive a the mtrix have been eliminated.
CCD. Habitat by Moshe Safdie from The New Building Block, page 178.
WCA. Mobilehome technology by Paul Rudolph in Charlottesville, N.C.
PFA. Designer unknown.
SFB. Competition design from Misawa International Prefabricated
Housing Design Competition, 1972.
SFC. Capsules by Kurokawa from Architectural Record.
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